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Recapping one month under new management 
It’s hard to  believe it’s only been one month since Old Management left us. In the weeks 

since, Morag, the plesiosaur who ascended to power in their wake, has wasted no time in   

pursuing a revolutionary and, in some cases, polarizing agenda.  

     “Our new General Man ager has proven to be a very active leader, just as she  
promised she would be,” stated Alasdair Mac Gobhann, the spokes-plesiosaur for  

Morag’s New Man agement team. “I c an tell you, she is certainly not sorry to  disappoint  
those who expected her to spend her first month twiddling her flippers.”  

     Mac Gobhann then proceeded to list New Management ’s accomplishments, a list we 

were instructed to include highlights from here: 

 The main pool has been de-chlorinated and filled with fresh, cool, murky 
water to recreate the plesiosaurs’ Scottish ho me-lochs  

 The kiddie pool has also  been de-chlorinated and stocked with a variety of 
fish, for “sn acking purposes”  

 Funds have been diverted from routine facility safety upgrades to pay a 
team of bag -pipers to perform in the KTFAC lobby during business hours  

          “Morag  has pushed initiatives that are not reflective of the desires of the average 
KTFAC-er,” stated Kalea Johns, an avid swimmer and one of the few members willing  

to go on the record with her concerns. “Also, despite promising to step down as Member 
Council President, Morag has yet to do so, consolidating a dangerous amount of power 

in one plesiosaur.” 

     Other members h ave been more supportive. 

     “I’m always thrilled when someone—be they human or plesiosaur —accomplishes a 

dream,” said the member whose name you think you  know but aren ’t 100% sure of. “I 
have no doubt Morag  will take advantage of the opportunity she has been given. I feel 

this will be the start of something very, very big for KTFAC … and beyond!”  

Registration opens for KTFAC’s Summer Fun 5K 

Get out your running shoes, stretch out your legs, and utter a pr ayer to the fitness god s 

for your survival because the Summer Fun 5K is back! This ye ar ’s event will take runners 
somewhere few have ever gone: the forbidden woods located next to the KTFAC! King 

Township has agreed to un-forbid the woods for the day, so this is a pretty big deal.  

     Runners will be blindfolded, driven to the heart of the woods and left behind, alone 

and frightened. They won’t be alone long as they’ll soon be hunted by an unseen yet 
ravenous predator. Choose the correct path and they’ll be back safely in the KTFAC in 

just 5K. Choose incorrectly and their stamina will surely be put to the test.  

     Registration is now open for the event, which will be held on July 29, however,  
participation is mandatory. Those members who do not register must still run, but  

they won’t receive a commemorative t-shirt. 
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 Member 
    Spotlight  

New Managemen t believes you, the 

mem bers, are the tr ue stars of KTFAC . 

Each month, we’ll give one of you the 

chance to shine in this space.  

Name:  Pedro Salva tore   

Claim to Fame: “I’m a big guy. My 

weight is hard to c alcul ate, but i t’s 

roughly a ju mbo jet full of elephants  

if you turned the gravity way up , you 

know?”  

Favorite Exercise: “I just lo ve crushing 

stacks of 45 lb . Olympic pl ates in my 

razor -sharp foreclaws. Gre at way to 

build up essential pincher strength.”   

Must- Have Fitness Gear: “Easy, my 

lifting belt, which is ac tuall y li ke 200+ 

human lif ting belts strung together!”  

Fitness Goals : “I want to keep getting 

bigger and stronger. Especiall y this 

time of year . I lo ve summer ! If it was 

up to me, suns out, guns out all year !”  

Solving our recent mirror-based spectral activity  
We have no explanation for the ghostly figures that are appearing in mirrors around 
the gym. If you’ve managed to avoid this horror, allow us to c atch you up. The stories 

all begin the same way, with a lone member, in an isolated corner, working out in 
front of a mirror. Suddenly, a figure—sometimes male, sometimes female—  appears 

behind them, holding a smoothie, but never drinking.   

     Perturbed by the figure encroaching on their personal space, the members h ave 

turned, but found no one behind them. When they look back to the mirror, the figure 
is still there. It smiles a perfect smile, one that consumes not just its entire face, but 

its whole being. One that radiates youth. Life. The member ’s annoyance recedes for a 
moment and they return the smile before resuming their exercise.  

     The member’s eyes are drawn back to  the figure who is both not there and also 

there. They watch it fidget with the smoothie cup, coming close, but never drinking. 

     At  some point, the member looks away for a be at longer than they had. When they 

look again, the figure is st aring directly at them. No. Not at them. At itself. Its mouth, 
the one that smiled that perfect smile, has been removed. Not surgically, but as if 

with an eraser. In a p anic, it attempts to fin ally drink its smoothie, but it no longer 

can. Its ability to accomplish that one insignificant task was temporary. It delayed and 
now it must face the fact that it may never get another chance.  

     We hope that, by covering our mirrors with drop cloths and st arving these ghosts 

(or spectral musings on  the fleeting nature of youth) of attention, we will encourage  
them to move on for good. We ’ll keep you posted.   

  

As mentioned, the 

Aquatic Center has 

undergone major 

shifts at the behest 

of KTFAC’s new 

administration. 

    Beyond those 

covered in our main 

story this month,  

there are other new 

rules to remember. 

- Splashing, which 

used to be a big no -

no is now not only 

allowed, but  

mandatory.  Those 

without flippers are 

advised to proceed with 

caution as tho se with flip-

pers will NOT be required 

to accept pleas for mercy.  

- Any mention of old wives 

tales regarding the need to 

wait between eating and 

swimming will be regarded 

as treason.  

- Photography is banned 

due to “humanity’s history 

of filming aquatic-based 

reptiles from their bad side 

and then repeatedly and 

flagrantly sh aring those 

extremely unflattering 

images.”   

KTFAC’s new pool rules  

Members to select new mascot  

Mascots are agents of unity. Ages 

ago, they c ame to this reality, tasked 

with forging bonds among human kind 

through humorous atte mpts at  

understanding our world . 

     Frank, KTFAC’s former masco t, a 

murdered hair y hominid , has been 

deemed by New Man agement to be 

unable to acco mplish this mission due 

to his horrific appear ance. Yet, for  

reasons unknown, he has been on  

full display in our lobb y for weeks,  

suspended by cables just out of our 

Facilities Team’s reach .  

     New Man agement h as vowed to 

remove Frank once a tal ler ladder can 

be purchased. In the meanti me, th ree 

possible replacement mascots have 

been chosen and will be put to a vote 

in the next What’s the Buzz @ KT FAC?    

 


